DID YOU KNOW?

Solar panels don't need direct sunlight to produce electricity. However, direct sunlight produces the most energy.

St. Kilda Tribute Sculpture

An art sculpture to pay tribute to the tradition of Boonwurrung People. The symbolism is inspired by the protector of the land Bundjal - the eagle and the protector of waterways - the crow.

Alphabet Ivy

MS formwork cladded with thin solar cells over glass reinforced plastic.

Tornado Sculpture

Wind turbine housed in frame inside the tornado swirl.

Butterfly Effect

Sensitive dependence of initial conditions.

Butterfly Sculpture

A butterfly on an alphabet ivy.

The halo water fountain feature symbolizes both the eagle and crow as the protectors of the land.

The sculpture can be viewed both ways - an eagle on one side with brown and white wings and the crow on the other side with grey and black wings.

The sculpture and its components are designed to be energy-efficient and sustainable.